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Abstract
The authors examine the use of syndrome evidence in the context of the requirements
for scientific evidence under Daubert, discussing the historical context beginning with the
venerable Frye doctrine and tracing the requirements through the promulgation of the
Federal Rules of Evidence and the elaboration of the requirements in the Daubert trilogy.
Introduction
Since the 1980s, the introduction of expert testimony that a defendant or witness suffers
from a psychological "syndrome" has increased. [FN1] Often *26 such evidence [FN2] is
proffered by criminal defendants to excuse their alleged criminal conduct, negate an
element of the crime, establish diminished capacity, or establish mitigating factors to
reduce the severity of the punishment. [FN3] Prosecutors may offer expert testimony to
prove that the alleged victim suffers a syndrome consistent with the type of victimization
at issue. Use of such evidence may range from educating the fact finder to establishing a
complete defense. In essence, syndrome evidence suggests that a person with a
psychological syndrome belongs to a readily identifiable group, those who suffer from the
syndrome, and thus is tantamount to group character evidence. [FN4] Admission of
psychological syndrome evidence may give special status to a criminal defendant, or it
may be offered to prove a crime occurred. Therefore, such evidence requires special
scrutiny by the court. [FN5] Factors that must be considered by the court before
admitting syndrome evidence include a scientific basis for the assertion the syndrome
truly exists; evidence regarding the error rates in making such a clinical diagnosis;
evidence regarding etiology of the syndrome; and evidence of the consistency of effects
of the syndrome across individuals. [FN6]
*27 Recent attempts to use syndrome evidence include claims as far-ranging and
esoteric as drug courier syndrome, television intoxication syndrome, love fear syndrome,
detail phobia, and urban survival syndrome. [FN7] These novel syndromes have not been
successful for criminal defendants; they lack a sufficient scientific basis for their existence
and reliability in "diagnosis." [FN8]
Another set of syndromes, however, has begun to gain currency in the courts, though the
procedures for their admission may not have assured that they have a sufficient scientific
basis. These syndromes include Battered Woman Syndrome, Rape Trauma Syndrome,
Premenstrual Syndrome, and Postpartum Depression. [FN9] In questioning the basis for
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admitting such syndromes, this Article does not question that battering and rape occur,
that they affect people in gender-specific ways, that the effects of such traumatic events
can be devastating to an individual's mental health, or that such effects may be relevant
to issues that arise in court. Rather, this Article discusses the need for courts to assure
that psychological syndrome evidence is admitted pursuant to rigorous standards that
assure its reliability and validity. It demonstrates that legally relevant mental health
effects from trauma or childbirth can be admitted in court pursuant to rigorously defined
and scientifically supported diagnostic criteria, and that vague, undefined, and
scientifically unsupported "syndromes" should not be accepted as substitutes.
This Article examines these four syndromes in the context of the requirements for
scientific evidence under Daubert, [FN10] discussing the historical context beginning with
the venerable Frye doctrine [FN11] and tracing the requirements through the
promulgation of the Federal Rules of Evidence and the elaboration of the Daubert
requirements in the Daubert *28 trilogy. [FN12] Each of the four syndromes is discussed
in turn; for each, the clinical and scientific literature are first presented, and then court
cases considering the syndrome are reviewed to determine whether their procedures in
reviewing the proffered evidence are consistent with the actual findings from the
literature. This Article posits that three of the four syndromes, as presented, do not meet
the requirements of Frye or Daubert. Regarding Battered Woman Syndrome and Rape
Trauma Syndrome, an approach based on established diagnostic criteria for PostTraumatic Stress Disorder is suggested as a viable alternative. Regarding Premenstrual
Syndrome, the alternative diagnosis of Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder (PMDD) is
discussed. PMDD is in its experimental stage in the psychiatric community, and this
Article concludes it has not yet received sufficient scientific verification to be received as
evidence in court, though developments in the future may raise it to a level of sufficient
validity. Regarding Postpartum Depression, this Article emphasizes the distinctions
between separate classifications for the disorder, including the possibility of psychosis,
and concludes that the range of disorders do have sufficient scientific backing, but that
only a rare subset may rise to the level of mental health effects that would be relevant in
a court of law.
This Article returns to the discussion of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder to demonstrate
that even this scientifically valid clinical diagnosis may suffer the pitfalls of the less valid
event-based syndromes if rigorous scrutiny is not also applied to the forensic training of
the expert offering testimony that a particular individual suffers from the syndrome. The
differences between clinical diagnosis and forensic evaluation are discussed, and it is
recommended that only forensically trained doctors be permitted to present evidence of
psychological syndromes. [FN13] Finally, this Article posits that, at least for psychological
syndrome evidence, standards from the Daubert trilogy are more likely to result in the
admission of good science than the Frye doctrine. Guidelines are suggested for the
admissibility of this type of evidence.
*29 I. From Frye to the Daubert Trilogy: The Evolution of "Good Science"
Since the 1923 decision in Frye v. United States, [FN14] legal scholars have debated
what is, and what is not, good science. [FN15] Initially, Frye was a little-noticed opinion
involving an appeal by a convicted murderer who asserted that readings from a systolic
blood pressure measurement device would prove deception or truth telling. The court
rejected the evidence, stating that, "while courts will go a long way in admitting expert
testimony deduced from a well-recognized scientific principle or discovery, the thing from
which the deduction is made must be sufficiently established to have gained general
acceptance in the particular field in which it belongs." [FN16] Conceptually, the Frye
doctrine was aimed at novel scientific evidence, in other words, evidence that had not yet
been accepted by the federal courts but had been accepted by certain members of the
scientific community. The Frye doctrine deferred responsibility for judging the scientific
validity of a novel theory to members of the community from which it came.
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In 1975, the Federal Rules of Evidence were adopted, adding its definition of expert
testimony. [FN17] A split then arose in the federal courts [FN18] over whether the Frye
doctrine, emphasizing general acceptance in the field, or Federal Rule of Evidence 702,
allowing expert testimony so long as the expert witness is "qualified," was controlling.
[FN19] In the renowned *30 Daubert decision, the United States Supreme Court
addressed the split directly and unanimously held that the Federal Rules of Evidence
superceded the venerable Frye doctrine and would control the admissibility of scientific
evidence in federal courts. [FN20] The Court described the Frye doctrine as an "austere
standard" that was incompatible with the liberal thrust of the Federal Rules. [FN21]
Justice Harry Blackmun, who authored the Daubert opinion, noted that Rule 702 required
that an expert's testimony be based on "scientific . . . knowledge." [FN22] He interpreted
the modifier "scientific" to imply a "grounding in the methods and procedures of science,"
and "knowledge" to mean a body of facts or ideas "'accepted as truths on good grounds."'
[FN23] Thus, the "scientific knowledge" requirement established a standard of scientific
validity for admissibility of expert testimony. Additionally, the case held that the expert's
opinion must have "a reliable basis in the knowledge and experience of his discipline."
[FN24] Justice Blackmun also pointed out that Federal Rules of Evidence 402 and 403
generally require that all testimony be relevant to the issues before the court. [FN25]
Taken together, Rules 402, 403 and 702 require scientific evidence to be both relevant
and reliable. The Daubert decision therefore placed the onus of responsibility upon the
trial judge to ensure these bases for admissibility. [FN26] The move away from allowing
the field or discipline to establish legal reliability represents a significant shift in emphasis
and responsibility. Stated in terms of "truth seeking," the shift has been described as
moving from a sociological view ("truth is what experts in the field believe") to a methodbased view ("truth is what is discovered through the appropriate application of scientific
research methods"). [FN27] *31 This shift restores the role of the judge as gatekeeper
for the admissibility of evidence. [FN28] To assist the federal judge in this role, the
Supreme Court included guidelines or "general observations" for deciding whether
proffered scientific evidence is valid in its field and, thus, legally reliable. [FN29]
Two additional decisions, specifically elaborating the application of Daubert, form the
Daubert trilogy. In General Electric Co. v. Joiner, the Court solidified the shift in
responsibility in Daubert, holding that the trial judge has authority under the Federal
Rules of Evidence to exclude proffered expert scientific testimony. [FN30] The Court
further underscored the importance of the trial judge's gate-keeping role, applying the
most stringent abuse of discretion standard to appellate review of admissibility decisions.
[FN31] The court actually held that the appellate review was overly stringent and
rejected the respondent's argument that a more searching standard of review should be
applied. [FN32] Under Joiner, the trial judge may consider the applicability of the
scientific theory underlying the expert's role in the case, examine the methodology
utilized by the expert, and decide whether the method and techniques were correctly
chosen and applied to the facts in the instant case. [FN33] Thus, the Court concluded
that it was within the judge's discretion to examine the evidence and decide whether the
expert's opinions were derived from valid science. [FN34]
Within two years of deciding Joiner, the Court granted certiorari in Kumho Tire Co. v.
Carmichael to decide if the trial judge's gate-keeping obligation applies only to scientific
evidence per se or extends to "technical" or "other specialized evidence" as included in
Rule 702. [FN35] A split in the circuits had developed over whether the standards and
guidelines in Daubert and Joiner applied to disciplines, such as engineering. [FN36]
Ultimately, the Court in Kumho Tire held that Daubert and Joiner apply equally to
"'technical' and 'other specialized' knowledge" evidence. [FN37] *32 As interpreted by
the Daubert trilogy, [FN38] the Federal Rules of Evidence clearly apply to social science
theories and methods including mental disorders and syndromes. [FN39] Essentially,
social science and syndrome evidence now must meet the Federal Rules of Evidence
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standards to be deemed admissible as "good science" in federal courts. Although the
recent trend in state courts is to follow Daubert, some states continue to follow Frye.
II. Gender-Specific Clinical Conditions: Reliability and Validity
According to the National Institute of Mental Health, over twenty-two percent of American
adults are diagnosed with a mental disorder in any given year. [FN40] Gender differences
have been well-documented in both the rates and course of several forms of mental
illness. For example, studies show that Schizophrenia, one of the more disabling mental
disorders, tends to have an earlier onset in males, [FN41] but anxiety and depressive
disorders are more prevalent in females, at about a two-to-one ratio overall. [FN42]
Though the phenomenon is relatively rare, some disorders are wholly unique to one
gender, such as Rett's Disorder, an onset of developmental *33 delays that has only
been reported in females. [FN43] Other syndromes were developed almost wholly to
account for experiences that are largely unique to females, and the controversial bases
for these syndromes are the subject of the next section of this Article.
A. Event Based Gender-Specific Syndromes: Battered Woman Syndrome and Rape
Trauma Syndrome
Two gender-specific syndromes that are rather frequently utilized either by female
defendants or prosecutors in criminal cases are Battered Woman Syndrome (BWS) and
Rape Trauma Syndrome (RTS). [FN44] Both conditions are essentially anxiety-based and
involve the assertion of a pattern of feelings or behaviors following victimization of the
female. BWS also includes a factual description of the precipitating events, setting forth a
patterned "cycle of abuse" as part of the understanding of the syndrome. Neither
syndrome is included in the DSM-IV, the seminal guide to psychiatric diagnosis. [FN45]
However, as discussed below, rape or other serious assault may be a causal factor in the
development of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, which is included in DSM-IV. Several
problems arise from the attempt to base gender-specific psychological syndromes on
gender-specific experiences.
1. Battered Woman Syndrome
a. The Scientific Approach
The term "Battered Woman Syndrome" was coined by Dr. Lenore Walker who first
described her observations of symptom presentations *34 of battered women in 1978.
[FN46] Walker originally depicted BWS as a syndrome occurring in adult women who
were in an intimate relationship with a physically and psychologically abusive male from
whom they could not escape. [FN47] The syndrome per se included a repeating cycle of
violence between the male and female, marked by alternating periods of abuse, a
contrite apologetic phase, and a period of relative calm, leading again to the buildup of
an abusive phase. [FN48] The syndrome is proffered as an explanation for the continued
pattern of abuse and the woman's inability or disinclination to leave it. This emphasis on
the nature of the abusive relationship means that individuals afflicted with the syndrome
are identified by the nature of these events, not by a consistent definition of the effects
on mental health.
Walker's theory that battered women share a common psychological syndrome was
based on two observational studies, describing the cycle of violence and psychological
reasoning for why the woman remains in the relationship. [FN49] Since then, Walker has
described BWS as a pattern of psychological and behavioral symptoms found in women
living in battering relationships. [FN50] The four general characteristics of the syndrome
have been summarized as follows:
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1. The woman
2. The woman
3. The woman
4. The woman
[FN51]

believes that the violence was her fault.
has an inability to place the responsibility for the violence elsewhere.
fears for her life and/or her children's lives.
has an irrational belief that the abuser is omnipresent and omniscient.

*35 Walker's observations of this clustering of beliefs has not been replicated by the
scientific community. [FN52]
One research study, using controlled data and therefore taking an empirical approach,
attempted to describe or define the actual existence of BWS. [FN53] In this study, a
standardized interview protocol was used to assess pre-selected clinical symptoms in
sixty-two women who were receiving state-funded services for battered women. [FN54]
In general, the women expressed psychosexual dysfunction, major depression, posttraumatic stress, generalized anxiety, and obsessive-compulsive disorder. [FN55]
Although this study bolsters the view that long-term battering likely has negative effects
on women's mental health functioning, it does little to promote the syndrome as a
distinct clinical entity. All of these symptom clusters are specifically identified in DSM-IV,
with clearly established diagnostic criteria. None of these disorders precludes domestic
violence as a precipitating or contributing causal factor (though the connection may be
less clear for Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder). Nor does this study support the use of the
syndrome to prove that battering occurred; the women were selected for their battering
history, and the symptoms were not used to separate those who had been battered from
those who had not. [FN56]
Several risks follow from emphasis on the precipitating events as the definition of the
syndrome, rather than a validated set of diagnostic criteria to define mental health
symptoms. This risky approach leads to a process of circularity so that a "diagnosis" of
Battered Woman Syndrome adds little information to the fact that the woman was in a
battering relationship. This circularity is summarized by one court's reasoning: "It is clear
that the trial court considered battered woman's syndrome . . . in addition to other
corroborating evidence, for the limited purpose of determining whether the defendant
was a battered woman." [FN57] Therefore, *36 the basis for the syndrome is a pattern
of battering, and the evidence for the fact of battering is the syndrome.
Mary Ann Dutton, writing in response to Walker's original publications, pointed out the
lack of both an operational definition [FN58] and an accurate consensus on a victim
profile for BWS. [FN59] There is neither scientific evidence that such a distinct syndrome
truly exists nor consistency of effects across individuals. [FN60] In addition, as long as
researchers only study pre-identified groups of women who all have a battering history,
rates of accuracy and error in diagnosing the syndrome will remain unavailable. No
evidence is available to compare the rates of the symptoms in battered women versus
other categories of women or differences between battered women who develop the
syndrome and those who do not.
The paucity of research establishing BWS as a bona fide reliable condition egregiously
undercuts the claim that the condition exists as a distinct diagnostic entity. Though the
battering of women is likely epidemic, experts nonetheless cannot reliably diagnose a
related "syndrome."
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b. The Legal Approach
In contrast to the paucity of research supporting BWS as a distinct, reliably diagnosed
clinical condition, there is no shortage of court decisions admitting evidence of the
syndrome. A recent review of thirty-six state court decisions found that thirty-one states
had admitted proffered testimony on BWS, and only five had excluded such testimony.
[FN61] A 1998 review of cases demonstrated that "(t)he vast majority of jurisdictions
admit both expert and opinion evidence on the effects of domestic violence on victims of
battering as part of a self-defense *37 claim." [FN62] The discrepancy between the low
level of scientific support and the high level of admissibility suggests that courts may be
attending to factors other than a valid scientific basis in reaching their decisions to admit
BWS testimony.
Another review suggests three factors that may be playing a role in the admissibility
decisions: (1) the qualifications of the proffering expert, (2) the old Frye doctrine of
general acceptance as evidenced by the ipse dixit testimony of the proffering expert, and
(3) other courts ruling that testimony on BWS is admissible. [FN63] As a distinct example
of the third possibility, in a recent decision allowing the testimony, the court did not cite
any relevant scientific research, but held evidence of BWS should have been admitted
based on a law review article that reported the growing number of courts admitting
testimony on BWS. [FN64] The court quoted another court's opinion that "'the scientific
principles underlying expert testimony relative to the battered woman's syndrome are
now firmly established and widely accepted in the psychological community, (and) we
conclude that the syndrome has now gained general acceptance in the relevant scientific
community as a matter of law."' [FN65] The fact that only one empirical study of BWS
has been published since coining of the term in the 1970s supports the probability that
other courts also are making admissibility decisions based on criteria other than the
presence of a sound scientific foundation for this syndrome. This raises the question
whether judges are upholding their gate-keeping responsibilities, as defined by the
Daubert trilogy.
Other decisions have disallowed expert testimony regarding BWS or have put limitations
on its use so as to protect the fact-finding function. [FN66] *38 Most, however, do not
reach the issue of whether BWS exists as a scientifically supported diagnostic entity. For
example, in a state court appeal of a criminal case, the court held that experts on BWS
could testify generally regarding behaviors of victims of domestic abuse, but could not
opine that the defendant had told the truth about their particular abuse. [FN67] In a
similar appeal, the court held that expert testimony that the defendant had been
diagnosed with BWS was tantamount to testimony that the defendant told the truth
about her history of abuse. The testimony should have been disallowed under this pretext
because truthfulness is an issue reserved for the trier of fact, and the credibility of
witnesses may be proved by reputation evidence but not expert testimony. [FN68]
In State v. Necaise, a defendant charged with the shooting death of her husband was not
allowed to introduce expert testimony on BWS to prove her characteristics as a battered
woman or her state of mind at the time of the shooting. [FN69] In this case, there had
been no plea of insanity, and the court reasoned that such testimony would constitute an
inadmissible diminished capacity or other partial responsibility plea, disallowed under
state law. [FN70] Several courts have found BWS inadmissible when the defendant's
pattern of behavior was inconsistent with the pattern of behavior associated with BWS.
[FN71] For example, in Lentz v. State, the court held that, when the facts of the case are
entirely inconsistent with the claim of a battered woman acting in self-defense, BWS
testimony is irrelevant and inadmissible. [FN72] In Lentz, the defendant shot her former
boyfriend twice, once while in the bedroom of her house and again after *39 following
him to a neighbor's house. [FN73] The court determined that no expert was needed to
interpret the facts for the jury. [FN74]
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Additionally, in Buhrle v. State, the court held that evidence of BWS was unreasonable
when it was used to explain why the defendant had shot and killed her husband with a
shotgun after having argued with him for one hour and forty-five minutes in the doorway
of a hotel. [FN75] The court found this exclusion was necessitated by the fact that the
BWS expert was unable to adequately explain how being chronically battered related to
the defendant's hiding of the gun and gloves after the shooting. [FN76] The court
concluded that BWS evidence may not always be inadmissible, but given the instant
facts, the testimony would be confusing. [FN77]
2. Rape Trauma Syndrome
a. The Scientific Approach
Sexual violence toward women dates back to the beginning of recorded history and is
currently of unmeasured epidemic proportions. This is particularly true given the fact that
the majority of rapes go unreported. [FN78] According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics,
over 132,000 completed rapes and 99,000 attempted rapes occurred in the last decade,
and ninety-four percent of all completed rapes were perpetrated against females. [FN79]
The term "Rape Trauma Syndrome" was coined in the 1970s to describe the abundance
of psychological, emotional, and physical symptoms that were observed in women who
visited emergency rooms after a sexual assault. [FN80] One data-based empirical study
of RTS is located in psychological*40 literature. [FN81] The researchers in this study
found that female rape victims presented a coherent variety of signs and symptoms that
were consistent with physical and psychological trauma. [FN82] These signs and
symptoms were further divided into two categories, according to how the women
responded to the trauma. [FN83] As with the single empirical study for BWS, this study
observed women pre-selected for having experienced rape. [FN84]
The development of RTS bears both similarities and differences to the development of
BWS. Like BWS, RTS tends to be a gender-specific syndrome that was created to
categorize extremely dramatic experiences that generally only affected women. [FN85]
Also similar to BWS, RTS includes a specific, historical event as part of the "diagnostic"
criteria. [FN86] Unlike BWS, however, observations of RTS in women are closely related
to the psychological sequela of other forms of trauma. [FN87] Thus, the nexus between
the event that caused RTS and its psychological effects can be better understood through
a research of the vast literature on psychological trauma. [FN88]
The related term, "rape-induced Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder" (PTSD), has also
appeared in the literature, combining the scientific evidence of human response to
trauma and what is specifically known about women's responses to rape. [FN89] As
discussed below, expert testimony on the type of PTSD that identifies rape as the
precipitating factor is a viable, though not risk-free, alternative to expert testimony on
RTS in situations where a woman's psychological response to rape is at issue in a trial.
Allowing expert testimony on RTS, however, independent of the scientific basis for PTSD,
is ill-advised for several reasons.
*41 As discussed above, a dearth of controlled scientific study supports RTS as a distinct
diagnostic entity. One of the only studies that does exist is an observational study of
women who have been pre-selected for having experienced rape, thus providing no basis
for accuracy or error rates in diagnosis of the syndrome. As with BWS, no evidence exists
to differentiate rape victims who develop the syndrome from those who do not develop it,
or to differentiate the associated symptoms among women who have and have not
experienced rape. This lack of specificity is of particular importance when evidence of the
BWS is admitted to prove that a rape occurred. [FN90] Imagine, for example, a plaintiff
suing an insurance company and offering expert testimony on soft tissue damage as
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evidence that he was in a car accident. Or consider another possible scenario that
consists of plaintiffs in a class action suit offering expert testimony of high rates of
depression and anxiety as substantive evidence that gender discrimination has occurred
in their workplace. In these cases, the possibility that the symptoms described by the
plaintiffs were caused by other events would not be ignored by an introduction of
consistent "syndrome" evidence, even if it were true that many (or all) people involved in
such events suffered such symptoms. Neither of the observational studies that chronicle
the symptoms that commonly follow a battering or a rape addressed either the need for
specificity, or the need for accuracy and error rates, in setting forth a well-defined,
scientifically validated set of diagnostic criteria. Without questioning the fact that rape
occurs and can be horrifyingly devastating to its victims, some commentators have
nevertheless called for a moratorium on use of the inherently problematic term "Rape
Trauma Syndrome" by experts in courts of law. [FN91]
b. The Legal Approach
RTS has been accepted in a few courts as a valid syndrome, though as with BWS, the
paucity of scientific evidence supporting it is not discussed. For example, in People v.
Wheeler, the court held that evidence *42 of RTS could be admitted as substantive
evidence that a sexual assault occurred. [FN92] Yet it appears that, similar to BWS, some
courts find evidence of RTS admissible based solely upon prior court decisions to admit
the testimony, rather than by conducting an independent examination of the scientific
basis for the proffered evidence. [FN93] For example, in State v. Marks, the court, after
what appears to have been a review of the only case law on RTS, noted that RTS was
"generally accepted to be a common reaction to sexual assault." [FN94] It appears that
the Marks court relied upon the holding of other courts that had made admissibility
decisions without evaluating the scientific reliability of RTS. [FN95]
Courts that have independently evaluated the scientific basis have concluded that
evidence of RTS is inadmissible. For example, in State v. Black, the court held that RTS
lacks scientific credibility. [FN96] In Black, a rape crisis counselor was permitted to testify
that the alleged victim's symptoms fit the specific profile of a rape victim. The trial court,
in considering the counselor's testimony, reached a verdict of guilty. [FN97] The
counselor testified "that (the victim)'s symptoms fit a specific profile for rape victims."
[FN98] On appeal, the primary issue was whether the admission of expert testimony
stating that the victim exhibited signs and symptoms of RTS was in error. [FN99] The
appellate court held that, under its state analogue to Rule 702, the record failed to
establish RTS as sufficiently reliable and accepted within the scientific community to
permit the counselor's testimony that the victim fit the syndrome. [FN100] Similarly, the
*43 court in State v. Taylor held that a doctor's testimony concerning RTS was "not
sufficiently based on a scientific technique, which is either parochially accepted or
rationally sound." [FN101] In People v. Bledsoe, the court noted that, when used to
establish whether a rape had indeed occurred, RTS testimony intruded on an issue
ultimately reserved for the jury and was, therefore, unduly prejudicial. [FN102] The court
correctly pointed out that RTS was developed as a "therapeutic tool," but should not be
used to verify whether the historical event of rape had occurred. [FN103]

B. Biology Based Gender-Specific Syndromes and Disorders: Premenstrual Syndrome
and Postpartum Depression
Along with BWS and RTS, two additional gender-specific syndromes, Postpartum
Depression (PPD) and Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS), have received clinical attention and
found their way into legal proceedings, usually to explain or excuse a woman's criminal
conduct. [FN104] Both of these conditions are often misnamed and confused with related
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but distinguishable classifications in DSM-IV. Frequently, the confusion results in
misunderstanding of the proper descriptive characteristics of these disorders.
1. Postpartum Depression
PPD is technically not a diagnosis at all; rather, it is a specifier for the primary DSM-IV
diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder (MDD). [FN105] Thus, the correct manner of
expressing a diagnosis for a woman suffering with PPD is "Major Depressive Disorder with
Post-Partum Onset." [FN106] *44 To aid in clarity of diagnosis, three levels of severity
have been associated with PPD: (1) postpartum blues or baby blues, (2) postpartum
depression, and (3) postpartum psychosis. [FN107] Postpartum blues and depression
both involve disruptions in mood and related functioning, but entail no loss of contact
with reality. In other words, new mothers with these depressive features are not
expected to misperceive their environments or suffer hallucinations and delusions.
[FN108] In contrast, postpartum psychosis does include deficits in perceiving reality,
including hallucinations and delusions. Though it shares precipitating factors, postpartum
psychosis is distinguishable from blues and depression; it represents a major psychotic
mental illness. [FN109] Research on the prevalence and course of postpartum
disturbances shows that only a small minority of affected women experience postpartum
psychosis. [FN110] When postpartum psychosis occurs, it may be due to a pre-existing
mental disorder that has been exacerbated by hormonal changes secondary to the
pregnancy and subsequent childbirth. [FN111] The DSM-IV provides for diagnosis of PPD
if the symptoms become present within the first four weeks after delivery. [FN112] On
the rare occasion when postpartum psychosis occurs in PPD, a woman may experience
delusions or auditory hallucinations so severe as to require hospitalization. [FN113]
The DSM-IV classification system for Major Depressive Disorder, providing further for
classification of postpartum type, and associated research delineating prevalence and
course of different manifestations of postpartum disturbances, present a good basis for
comparison with the approach to BWS and RTS. An expert testifying that a criminal
defendant suffered postpartum psychosis at the time she committed a crime *45 would
have a scientific basis for discussing accuracy and error rates in assigning the diagnosis
to new mothers. The overall incidence rate of a postpartum disturbance of any type is
known to be small, from one-in-500 to one-in-1000 deliveries. [FN114] Systematic
research has grouped women who engage in infanticide according to whether they do or
do not develop psychosis, and the sub-portion of women who develop postpartum
psychosis can be further compared by whether they do or do not engage in violence. For
example, a study examining 106 years of data on infanticide in England found that fewer
women kill their infants in the first twenty-four hours after delivery than kill after this
twenty-four-hour period and that women who killed their infants after the twenty-fourhour period were far more likely to be diagnosed with psychosis. [FN115] Those who
killed their infants immediately after their births were more likely to have engaged in
rational (i.e., non-psychotic) attempts to conceal the pregnancy and childbirth. [FN116]
Thus, it is incorrect to assume that all women who commit infanticide are suffering (as a
result of childbirth) from a mental illness that is sufficient to justify a legal conclusion of
diminished capacity or insanity . . . . (I)t is incorrect to assume that childbirth itself
produces a mental state so altered that most women in the postpartum period are
incapable of understanding the act of murder. [FN117]
In contrast to BWS and RTS, where women are diagnostically grouped because they
suffered battering or rape, new mothers are not diagnostically grouped because of the
event of childbirth; rather their diagnoses are based on a comparison of their
symptomatology with well-defined and scientifically validated criteria sets.
Despite the rarity of postpartum psychosis, it has been raised as a defense to murder in
recent years. A trend may be developing in which trial judges properly admit evidence of
postpartum psychosis, but juries do not accept the diagnosis as an excuse for criminal
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conduct, especially *46 where mothers have killed their own children. In People v.
Massip, a mother was charged with the murder of her newborn son after running him
over with her car. [FN118] She entered a plea of insanity, based upon an assertion of
postpartum depression with psychosis. [FN119] Nonetheless, the jury decided she was
sane and convicted her of second-degree murder. [FN120] The trial judge set aside the
jury verdict, deciding that the defendant was insane as a matter of law, and entered a
finding of not guilty by reason of insanity. [FN121] Although the admissibility of the
expert testimony was supported by relevant scientific research, the records in the Massip
case are unclear regarding the extent to which the court made inquiries into its clinical
validity. In a more recent high-profile case, Andrea Yates, a Texas mother, was convicted
of murdering her five children, despite essentially undisputed factual and expert
testimony that she suffered from mental illness. [FN122] Similarly to the Massip case, the
trial judge properly admitted the scientifically valid testimony for the jury's consideration,
but the jury rejected it as an excuse for the mother's criminal conduct; Yates was
convicted and sentenced to life in prison.
In sum, postpartum psychosis has a valid scientific basis as a distinct clinical entity, and
has been proven to severely affect women's mental health functioning, including their
ability to perceive their environments accurately. However, it has not been accepted by
juries as relevant evidence in cases where women killed their children. [FN123]
Conversely, BWS *47 and RTS lack scientific bases as distinct clinical syndromes, but
have gained some acceptance as relevant evidence to prove factual events or relevant
mental state at trial.
2. Premenstrual Syndrome and Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder
PMS apparently represents both a description of and reason for certain undesirable
feelings and behaviors observed in women about once a month. PMS, in its popular and
broad formulation, is not a recognized psychiatric diagnostic entity and is not found in the
DSM-IV. A related syndrome, Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder (PMDD), is found in the
DSM-IV, not as an established diagnosis, but as a constellation of observed symptoms
that warrants further investigation. [FN124] In its suggested form, a diagnosis of PMDD
requires the presence of five symptoms out of a list of eleven to have occurred in most
menstrual cycles during the past year, "began to remit within a few days after the onset
of the follicular phase, and were absent in the week post-menses, with at least one of the
symptoms being either" a markedly depressed mood, marked anxiety, sudden sadness,
or persistent irritability. [FN125] The list of symptoms includes: markedly depressed
mood, marked anxiety, marked affective lability, persistent or marked anger or
irritability, decreased interest in activities, difficulty concentrating, lethargy, changes in
appetite, insomnia, a feeling of being overwhelmed, and physical symptoms such as
breast tenderness. [FN126] Although this symptom cluster remains in its "warrants
further investigation" stage, women meeting these suggested criteria may receive a
diagnosis of "Depressive Disorder, Not Otherwise Specified," with features of PMDD.
[FN127]
Many issues require further investigation before PMDD can be considered an established
diagnostic entity. For example, some researchers suggest that PMS may not be a unique
process that occurs only in women; rather, men and women alike experience cyclical
changes in *48 mood. [FN128] Thus, the cyclical changes in mood experienced by
women may not be uniquely linked to their menstrual cycle. It is also difficult to
differentiate PMDD from other disorders. [FN129] For example, fluctuations in hormones
during the menstrual cycle can exacerbate underlying psychological disorders. Similar
symptoms can also occur with various endocrine disorders. [FN130] Several attempts to
develop and refine a psychometric measure of PMDD have resulted in high sensitivity and
low specificity. This produces a risk of high false positives in diagnosing this disorder and
problems of reliably distinguishing it from other disorders with similar signs and
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symptoms. [FN131] Additionally, if PMDD is accepted as a DSM-IV diagnostic criteria set,
care must be taken not to confuse this mental disorder with the popular PMS, which
describes a milder constellation of subjective physical and psychological symptoms and
does not address impairments in functioning. [FN132]
Based on the nature of the symptoms suggested for diagnosis of PMDD, it is unlikely that
this disorder will become relevant to explain or justify a woman's conduct in a criminal
trial, even if future developments in diagnostic clarity and reliability render it a valid
clinical entity. [FN133] A recent search of the caselaw revealed no appellate cases
reporting use of PMDD in conjunction with the key terms "murder" or "self-defense" in
the past ten years. PMS, in contrast, has been raised in at least two criminal cases. In
one case, a defendant intended to argue that PMS *49 caused "blackouts," thereby
negating an element of intent. [FN134] In another case, the defendant argued
successfully that PMS caused her to respond to alcohol differently, so that a breathalyzer
was inaccurate. [FN135] It is not clear how either of these findings relates to the
research criteria set forth for PMDD. Consistent with the lack of diagnostic reliability for
PMS, the experimental nature of the criteria for PMDD, and the nature of the symptoms
(which do not involve thought disorder or other major impairments in cognitive
functioning), PMS and PMDD should not frequently appear as substantive evidence in
criminal trials.
C. PTSD and the DSM-IV Non-Gender Based Approach to Trauma-Related Symptoms
Overwhelming evidence indicates that women suffer at the hands of their sexual
perpetrators and abusive domestic partners. In some portion of cases, the suffering
undoubtedly rises to the level of a mental disorder. In other words, the impact on the
woman's mental health functioning after a battering or rape is sufficiently severe that she
cannot be expected to function the way she functioned before the incident or the way
women function who have not had these traumatic experiences. It is imperative to
approach these cases with a reliable set of signs and symptoms that can lead to a reliable
diagnosis. Researchers seeking a syndrome to capture the impact on mental health
functioning of traumatic events do not need to start from scratch. The DSM-IV includes a
scientifically accepted diagnostic condition specifically for this purpose, namely PostTraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).
PTSD is an anxiety-related mental disorder that results from trauma. [FN136] Like BWS
and RTS, a diagnosis of PTSD requires the clinician to find *50 that the individual
experienced a qualifying traumatic event. In order to be a precipitating factor in PTSD,
the event must involve actual or threatened death, serious injury or a threat to one's
physical integrity, and the individual's response must have included intense fear,
helplessness, or horror. [FN137] Unlike BWS and RTS, PTSD does not begin with the
identification of a specific event. PTSD has been found in individuals who have
experienced military combat, violent personal assault, kidnapping, torture, disasters,
severe automobile accidents, and diagnosis of life-threatening illnesses. [FN138] Rather
than categorize individuals by the facts of the events, as in BWS and RTS, a diagnosis of
PTSD groups people by the nature of their psychological functioning following the
traumatic event. These features of psychological functioning include re-experiencing the
trauma through vivid recall or nightmares, avoiding situations associated with the
trauma, and symptoms of increased physical and emotional arousal, especially when
reminded of the traumatic event. [FN139] Subsequently, patients experience "recurrent
and intrusive recollections of the event," feeling of detachment or estrangement,
"hypervigilance," "exaggerated startle response," and "feeling as if the traumatic event
were recurring." [FN140]
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Studies examining both the sensitivity and specificity of PTSD diagnoses have produced
acceptable accuracy levels. [FN141] In contrast to the two observational studies in preselected groups of battering and rape victims for BWS and RTS, research into the
etiology, development, incidence, and course of PTSD provides expert witnesses with
bases for comparing trauma sufferers who develop the syndrome from those who do not
and for comparing trauma sufferers from non-trauma sufferers. Even among groups of
individuals who have shared similar traumatic events, such as military combat, it is
understood in the research base that some individuals will develop the potentially
disabling mental disorder and some will not. The diagnostic criteria emphasize the known
and expected psychological sequela of trauma over the facts of the traumatic event so
that a *51 man involved in a death-defying automobile accident may be more similar to
a female rape victim than two women who lived for several years in abusive
relationships. The observed similarities and differences should be based on findings about
psychological functioning from the social sciences literature. This approach is preferable
in the legal context, both to avoid circularity in reasoning when determining if the events
that caused the "syndrome" occurred, and to avoid undue prejudice to the trier of fact
where the syndrome is alleged.
In recent years, some commentators have suggested that BWS and RTS are actually
subsets or sub-categories of the DSM-IV diagnosis of PTSD. [FN142] This reasoning may
or may not be scientifically valid, depending on what is meant by it. Nothing in the DSMIV approach to PTSD prevents the clinician from considering both common and unique
responses of women who have been battered or raped in formulating their clinical
understanding of the diagnosis and an effective treatment plan. In fact, the polythetic
approach to the diagnostic criteria sets in the DSM-IV encourages clinicians to consider
the richness of information that is found in individual differences. [FN143] However, it
should not be acceptable to label syndromes that lack systematic study as "subcategories" of the PTSD diagnosis to bolster their admission in court, if the general, lesswell defined features of the syndromes will be substituted for a rigorous examination of
whether the diagnostic criteria for PTSD apply.
Lastly, wrapping a "syndrome" around all women who have experienced a battering or
rape and including the legally significant terms in the names of the syndromes, may
suggest unnecessary pathology in women who are actually responding in a normative
and adaptive way, and where a woman's functioning is more severely impaired, may
inaccurately suggest that she is vulnerable to trauma in a manner that men are not.
Overuse of the syndrome to explain a woman's response to these events may also lead to
cynicism and skepticism about the known sequela of trauma, such as happens when all
such syndromes are lumped together *52 as "the abuse excuse." This, of course, would
be detrimental to the best interests of any woman who has been battered or raped.
[FN144]

III. The Need for Reliable Methods of Assessment and Diagnosis in Court Cases
Thus far, this Article has identified major gender-specific disorders and discussed whether
they are likely to meet the admissibility guidelines set out in Daubert. However, before a
disorder is even considered for admissibility, it must first be accurately assessed and
diagnosed. In addition to the need for accurate classification that exists in any mental
health context, when the existence of mental disorder constitutes substantive evidence in
criminal or civil cases, the method of classification also receives scrutiny. Questions of the
legal relevance of the clinical impairments also arise. This section compares unique
aspects of psychological assessment within a forensic context to the traditional
therapeutic assessment approach.
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A. The DSM-IV Approach
Given the complexity and inherent heterogeneity among individuals suffering with any
given mental disorder, the DSM-IV uses a polythetic, criteria-based approach to classify
mental disorders. [FN145] Clusters of signs and symptoms are used to categorize mental
illness into one of seventeen classifications. [FN146] Within the broader classifications,
specific mental disorders are described by way of a list of key features that have been
found to commonly appear together in individuals afflicted with the disorder. Typically, a
"cut-off" number of symptoms from a longer list is required in order to assign the
diagnosis. For example, the first criterion for diagnosis of Major Depressive Episode
requires that five of nine listed symptoms be present and that one of those be either a
depressed *53 mood or a loss of interest or pleasure. Two or three individuals who
receive the diagnosis may have somewhat different manifestations of the disorder, all
within the criteria set. The presence of the "cut-off" number of signs and symptoms is not
sufficient, however, to identify the cluster as a mental disorder. The symptoms must also
interfere with social, occupational, or other significant areas of functioning and must not
be better explained by other known phenomena, such as substance intoxication, in the
case of Major Depressive Episode. Even with this level of specification, the diagnostic
criteria ultimately serve as guidelines only. [FN147] Though DSM-IV generally captures a
high level of consensus, particularly among its developers, controversy persists and the
validity, as well as the meaning, of any given diagnosis may remain in dispute. It is also
not uncommon for doctors who agree to the clinical utility of a diagnosis in general and
who use similar methods of assessment to nevertheless disagree as to whether it should
be applied in any given case.
B. The Clinical Approach
Accurate diagnosis of psychopathology requires a series of steps, including collection of
objective and subjective data, evaluation of the reliability of data, identification of
psychopathology, identification of distinctive features of signs and symptoms, conclusion
of a diagnosis by checking diagnostic criteria, and ultimately, the resolution of diagnostic
uncertainty. [FN148] Most clinicians begin any assessment with a comprehensive patient
interview. Clinical interviews typically include a review of symptoms and history furnished
by the patient. Depending on the need, the evaluation may entail review of relevant
records, such as school records for diagnosis of learning disability, and information from
reliable third party sources such as hospitals and treating physicians. [FN149] For many
types of problems, family members will be interviewed for their observations and
understanding of the patient's presentation. For example, when considering a diagnosis
of dementia, the clinician may need to consult *54 family members for information about
the pace and course of the patient's decline in functioning.
Based on all available information, and guided by her own observations, as well as the
patient's complaints and subjective descriptions, the evaluator searches for the presence
of symptoms that provide the best fit in explaining the patient's functioning. Most clinical
evaluations involve at least an initial screen for signs and symptoms related to anxiety,
depression, suicide risk, odd or unusual thinking or beliefs, peculiar mannerisms, oddities
of speech, and other manifestations consistent with known psychiatric disorders. [FN150]
Hypotheses regarding diagnoses are formulated throughout the process and those that
begin to show a good fit are followed up with more specific examination of relevant signs
and symptoms. For example, when response to trauma becomes a viable hypothesis,
more specific questions about flashback experiences, avoidance of stimuli, and startle
response will be evaluated. These symptoms may not receive much attention for other
patients. Typically, several hypotheses will be considered, compared with the evidence,
and rejected until only one or a few hypotheses that best explain the observations
remain. Then, the information supporting the final hypothesis is compared to the
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diagnostic criteria published in the DSM-IV. These diagnostic criteria, based upon widely
accepted operational definitions in peer-reviewed literature, are applied to the data until,
finally, one or more are selected.
In a treatment context, the evaluation may not entail such detailed and systematic steps,
especially in the early phases, because response to the treatment itself may help to
clarify the diagnostic picture, and other therapeutic goals, such as relief from suffering
and restoration of functioning, may take precedence over precision in the steps toward
diagnosis. Non-specificity of both medications and therapy modalities may also render
diagnostic clarity less important in this context. Many patients have received benefits
from treatment on the basis of "provisional" and "rule out" diagnoses, indicating a
potentially appropriate set of priorities *55 when patient and clinician meet over their
respective help-seeking and help-providing roles in the treatment context.
C. The Forensic Approach
The clinician's approach in the treatment context will rarely be appropriate for the truthseeking function of expert testimony in court cases where the nature of an individual's
psychiatric diagnosis constitutes substantive evidence regarding a fact in issue. Moreover,
an expert offering to testify about mental disorder for purposes of a dispute in court not
only will need to present a level of certainty and specificity sufficient to the task, but also
will need to consider the legal relevance of the diagnosis. DSM-IV specifically limits the
usefulness of the diagnostic criteria sets for this purpose:
It is to be understood that inclusion here, for clinical and research purposes, of a
diagnostic category . . . does not imply that the condition meets legal or other
nonmedical criteria for what constitutes mental disease, mental disorder, or mental
disability. The clinical and scientific considerations involved . . . may not be wholly
relevant to legal judgments, for example, that take into account such issues as individual
responsibility, disability determination, and competency. [FN151]
Clinicians called upon to assist attorneys and the courts with such determinations are
commonly called "forensic" experts. Both psychology and psychiatry have forensic
specializations, including specialized training, within their general fields of expertise.
Forensic training emphasizes the differences in roles, purposes, and methods between
treatment-providing clinicians and testimony-providing forensic experts. Depending on
the specific context, these emphases may include issues of neutrality, heightened
skepticism of self-report symptoms where secondary gain is at issue, the legal relevance
of psychological hypotheses, and the expert's unique role in the truth-seeking function
and its attendant responsibilities. For example, a clinician treating a patient for depressed
mood and excessive fatigue following an accident at work may be much less concerned
*56 with the potential for exaggeration of symptoms than a psychologist appointed by a
worker's compensation commission to determine whether the symptoms rise to the level
of psychological injury meriting a compensatory award. Similarly, a clinician addressing a
woman's fear of leaving her home at night six months after a sexual assault will have
different concerns than the forensic expert called to testify in a case where a jury must
determine whether the assault occurred, whether it legally constituted rape, and whether
the defendant being charged committed it.
Although both the clinical method and the forensic method involve a deductive reasoning
process, the forensic method necessarily requires a higher level of scrutiny of the
individual's recollection of relevant events and self-report of related symptoms. [FN152]
Additional and comparative sources of information, including thorough records review and
collateral interviews, are essential in forensic evaluations to address potentially relevant
issues ranging from alternative causes of the individual's current functioning to outright
malingering. For example, in the context of a forensic evaluation of a criminal defendant
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who asserts that a history of being battered should provide mitigation for killing her
husband, the forensic evaluator will need to gather independent information about her
marital relationship as well as evidence of her functioning before, during, and after the
periods of alleged battering. The defendant's self-report will be compared with the
information gathered from other sources, and both consistencies and inconsistencies
followed up until coherent and reasonable explanations emerge. A thorough forensic
evaluation will consider several alternative hypotheses; discrepancies in the defendant's
self-report may represent distortions related to the mental health impairment itself or
may be intentional and motivated by secondary gain. Psychological test instruments are
frequently employed to gain additional information and understanding of the
psychological functioning of the individual, and many such instruments have scales
especially designed to assist in gaining an understanding of an individual's tendency
toward honest effort or feigning of symptoms.
*57 D. Useful Assessment Instruments
Numerous psychological test instruments aid in the assessment of mental health
functioning by permitting comparison of the individual at issue with large groups of
individuals, based on objectively defined and empirically validated criteria. As an
illustration of their potential usefulness in a forensic context, this section briefly discusses
instruments that have been developed to assess psychological response to trauma and
may, therefore, assist in forensic evaluation of women who assert that their experience of
battering or rape has affected their mental health functioning in a legally relevant
manner.
Karen Calhoun and Patricia Resick, well-known researchers in the area of psychological
trauma following rape, describe several helpful instruments widely used to assess PTSD
following rape for which they apply the term, "rape-induced PTSD." [FN153] These
researchers suggest that a PTSD assessment might include a structured clinical interview
such as the Structured Clinical Interview (SCID) for the DSM-III-R, [FN154] which has
recently been replaced by a newer, psychometrically-sound version updated for the DSMIV. [FN155] Structured interview information is often supplemented with one or more
self- report scales such as The Impact of Events Scale, [FN156] The Rape Aftermath
Symptom Test, [FN157] or The PTSD Symptom Scale. [FN158] Similarly, there are solid
measures of the sequela of domestic violence such as the Abusive Behavior Observation
Checklist [FN159] *58 or Richard Tolman's Psychological Maltreatment of Women
Inventory. [FN160] Additionally, the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2
(MMPI-2) is a well-regarded personality inventory that measures the presence of specific
clusters of psychological symptoms that may occur at pathological levels. [FN161]
Results from these or other objective and validated assessment instruments should
always be seriously considered in assessments of trauma for legal purposes.
One hypothesis that is always present until excluded in a forensic evaluation is
malingering or faking mental illness. [FN162] Thus, doctors performing forensic
assessments must be attuned to the possibility of a conscious or unconscious desire on
the part of parties to appear less or more psychologically stable than they actually are.
[FN163] The need for direct assessment of tainted efforts is nearly always present in both
criminal and civil cases where a party has much to gain by demonstrating psychological
or neurological impairment. [FN164] Therefore, psychological tests of malingering and
genuine effort have been developed and validated in the last few years. [FN165]
Specifically, these tests permit assessment of an individual's tendency toward honest
disclosure versus exaggeration or outright fabrication of psychiatric symptoms. [FN166]
Although no single test directly measures malingering completely, these psychological
test instruments can greatly assist in fair and balanced evaluation in a forensic context.
[FN167]
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*59 IV. Selecting a Qualified Forensic Expert
As discussed above, procedures employed as part of the "helping ethic" of doctors are
unsuitable for conducting forensic assessments. [FN168] Without specialized training, the
vast majority of treating doctors will not be prepared to shift roles for the purpose of
testifying in court. [FN169] Empathic therapists are taught to accept what the patient
relates, especially in the exploratory stages, with perhaps only gentle confrontation of
any inconsistencies, in order to encourage disclosure. Thus, the method used in a
therapeutic assessment requires the examiner to maintain an attitude and demeanor that
will help the patient feel comfortable, safe, and free to disclose intimate details normally
censored from others. [FN170] Experienced forensic examiners, however, are keenly
aware that their role requires them to critically analyze the information. [FN171] Of
course, non-forensically trained doctors can-and should-be utilized as fact witnesses, or
in an educative role for the court. However, if a doctor is expected to serve as an
independent, non-biased expert examiner and proffer testimony, then a forensically
trained expert should be employed.
In several studies designed to determine rates of concordance on psycho-legal issues
among non-forensically trained doctors on the one hand and forensically trained
examiners on the other, rates of agreement were higher for the forensically trained
examiners, ranging from 88% to 93%. [FN172] Perhaps one of the reasons for these
results is that doctors who *60 lack formal forensic training have a strong tendency to
equate mental illness per se to trial incompetence or insanity, and this tendency is not
true in a majority of cases. [FN173] Formal forensic training on the legal issues prepares
doctors to understand better the subtle legal distinctions that must be made when
conducting evaluations in a forensic context. Thus, doctors who desire to perform
evaluations for courts as expert witnesses, arguably, should undergo specialized forensic
training. This training primarily serves to inform doctors of the pitfalls of the helping
ethic, the shortcomings of traditional clinical methods of assessment, and the legal issues
involved, so that the doctors may contribute to the process of truth finding in an
unbiased manner. [FN174]
The consensus of the clinical forensic community is that doctors who conduct evaluations
for the courts should, at a minimum, hold either a Ph.D. or Psy.D in clinical psychology or
an M.D. with a residency in psychiatry. [FN175] Attorneys who select mental health
experts for cases such as those discussed herein should keep these forensic training
distinctions in mind. These credentials alone, however, should not be considered
sufficient. [FN176] The doctorate-level witness must show the court that she or he is
qualified in the clinical subject matter at issue. For example, if *61 a defendant alleges
she was psychotic secondary to postpartum depression during the time of the criminal
conduct, the doctor must have sufficient training and experience with women who suffer
postpartum disorders. Hence, psychologists who work as college counselors, or
psychiatrists who work exclusively with children, may lack the necessary clinical expertise
to proffer testimony, even if they also had specific forensic certification. [FN177] Judges
acting as gatekeepers of evidence should be prepared to question proffered experts
regarding their orientation, forensic training, and experience in order to arrive at a proper
ruling of admissibility.
The above discussion, comparing the approaches to BWS and RTS to the approach of the
DSM-IV diagnosis of PTSD, may particularly illuminate the importance of forensic
expertise among doctors who offer to testify as experts at trial. Although PTSD is not
rooted in any particular, legally relevant type of trauma, a diagnosis will require the
assessing clinician to find that a qualifying traumatic event occurred. In cases where a
woman likely suffers from PTSD as a result of battering or rape, even for treatment
purposes, the clinician will work from the understanding that either battering or rape
actually occurred. If care is not taken in the application of this "diagnostic criteria" to
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potentially legally relevant events, then for purposes of evidence at trial, the more
carefully constructed diagnostic criteria set for PTSD may suffer the same pitfalls as the
less well-defined "syndromes" of BWS and RTS. Specifically, clinicians who recognize
signs and symptoms of trauma, such as self-report of flashbacks and avoidance of
situations, may assume that these symptoms support the actual occurrence of the
battering or rape without consideration of alternative hypotheses.
Though the risk of such circular reasoning may cause little harm in treatment cases,
where relief may be provided though the woman's trauma derived from other causes, the
risk of misleading, prejudicial inferences is higher in court cases, where the circular
reasoning may result in a finding of fact that historical events occurred without sufficient
independent evidence of them. Specially trained forensic experts, and judges wellinformed about the comparative methods and procedures, will be more likely to view the
traumatic event as a condition precedent to a diagnosis of PTSD. By this approach,
independent evidence, of the type that police *62 can amass and juries can understand
without assistance, should be required to support the factual assertion that rape or
battering occurred, before a forensic expert is permitted to testify to its effects on the
victim.
V. Suggested Admissibility Standards Under the Rules of Evidence for
Psychological Syndrome Evidence
The requirements for support by scientific method, derived from the Daubert trilogy, are
preferable to the Frye doctrine of general acceptance for admissibility decisions regarding
psychological syndrome evidence. The Frye doctrine is not sufficiently rigorous for
evaluating this type of scientific evidence because there is no court-guided inquiry into
the clinical reliability and validity of the diagnosis or syndrome under consideration.
[FN178] Under Frye, the judge must rely on the opinion of the proffering expert, or
sometimes dueling experts, to determine whether the relevant discipline sufficiently
accepts the theory for it to be deemed of general acceptance. [FN179] Through this
process, admissibility decisions under Frye are left largely in the hands of the professional
discipline and not the courts. [FN180] The inquiry fails to establish the scientific reliability
of the syndrome evidence [FN181] or whether a sufficiently validated method was used
to apply it in the individual case.
At least with regard to psychological syndrome evidence, the Daubert trilogy provides
assurance that judges will maintain their appropriate gate-keeping role by only allowing
scientifically sound psychological or psychiatric theory into courtrooms and will guard
against a snow-balling effect, in which admissibility decisions are based on the
"popularity" of a syndrome in other court decisions and observers' commentary that do
not address the issue of grounding in scientific support. Toward that end, *63 the
following guidelines are suggested to aid attorneys and judges in evaluating proffered
psychological syndrome evidence. They are based on the Federal Rules of Evidence and
the Daubert trilogy.
1. Is the theory or technique testable? [FN182] Have published studies been conducted
on the theory? [FN183]
2. Has the theory or technique been tested? [FN184] With what results?
3. Has the theory or technique been subjected to peer review? [FN185] With what
results?
4. Has the theory or technique been published in professional journals? [FN186] With
what response?
5. For a given technique, what is the error rate? [FN187] That is, what is the false
positive and false negative rate? If not known, can one be determined?
6. To what extent is the theory, or technique, accepted in the scientific community?
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[FN188] How does the expert demonstrate this general acceptance, e.g., are there
published surveys regarding acceptance, or is this allegation merely ipse dixit?
7. Does the method or technique employed logically flow from the underlying theory?
Does it make sense and is it logically connected to the underlying theory? [FN189] What
is the empirical research demonstrating this critical link?
8. Was the method or technique properly adhered to in accord with published guidelines?
[FN190]
*64 9. Are the expert's results and findings tied to the facts in the instant case? [FN191]
Or are they only generalizations? That is, do the results fit this case?
10. Do the conclusions of the expert logically flow from the test or interview findings?
[FN192]
11. Do the conclusions require a "leap of faith?" Are the conclusions grounded in the facts
of the instant case? [FN193]
12. Can the trier of fact understand and follow the expert's testimony, or will it confuse
either the judge or the jury? [FN194] That is, considering the facts and complexity of the
litigation, will the expert's testimony be probative or prejudicial? [FN195]

Conclusion
The days of ipse dixit are gone. Today, psychological and psychiatric testimony must be
based upon good science. In particular, gender-specific syndromes must meet the
rigorous admissibility standards set forth in the Federal Rules of Evidence as elucidated
by Daubert, Joiner, and Kumho Tire. Arguably, these same standards should also be
employed in Frye doctrine states if "junk science" is to be kept out of their courts.
Battered Woman Syndrome and Rape Trauma Syndrome lack the necessary empirical
research and acceptance in the clinical community to satisfy the admissibility guidelines
for scientific and technical evidence. Instead, women who have suffered battering or rape
may more correctly be clinically assessed for the presence of Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder, which most closely matches the signs and symptoms associated with battered
and raped women. Further, PTSD is a diagnostic condition that meets the requirements
for "good science." The reader is reminded, however, that meeting clinical diagnostic
criteria alone is insufficient to show legal relevance in a particular criminal case. A nexus
must be shown between the clinical condition and one or more elements of the crime
charged.
*65 The syndrome called Postpartum Depression with psychotic features (correctly
identified as Major Depressive Disorder with Postpartum Onset) meets admissibility
criteria, but the reader is cautioned that postpartum psychosis, which would be required
for a successful mental state defense, is a rare condition. For example, PMS fails to meet
admissibility standards because it is not a bona fide diagnostic disorder. [FN196]
In order best to ascertain whether or not a client suffers with any clinical condition that
may have a legal bearing on a case, attorneys should utilize the services of a doctor with
specific training and experience in forensic psychology or psychiatry. Forensically-trained
doctors are aware of the psycho-legal issues involved and are better attuned to the needs
of the court. Moreover, those doctors are more aware of their proper role in a legal
setting. Finally, guidelines are provided, in the form of a list of questions, which may be
used to assist in determining whether or not the client's apparent mental condition will
meet admissibility guidelines set out in the Federal Rules of Evidence.
Undoubtedly, women experience unique psychological experiences related to the trauma
of battering and rape. However, well-intentioned coining of new syndromes to explain
away the criminal conduct of women is ill-advised. Ultimately, these syndromes open the
evidence door to bad science and, thus, detrimentally affect the plight of women who
legitimately suffer. The naming of new syndromes, which include legalistic terminology, is
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especially egregious because well-meaning doctors are placed in the awkward situation of
having to make legalistic determinations for which they have no special training,
experience, or qualifications. [FN197] Verification of battering and rape is best left to the
police and the courts. Further, use of legal terminology in clinical diagnoses is
conclusionary and introduces a bias for both the doctor conducting a clinical examination
and the trier of fact should the case go to trial.
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